
       

Episode Guide 

 

Episode 1 – Tom & Kalin, Ontario 

Dallas ice cream shop owner Tom Landis and his star employee Kalin O’Brien travel to Ontario 

for the first time where they strengthen their friendship through multicultural celebrations. Tom 

and Kalin freestyle in the annual Toronto Caribbean Carnival, hoop dance at a First Nations 

powwow and explore shipwrecks off the coast of Tobermory. Through their adventure in 

Ontario, they discover things about themselves and each other and their bonds as friends and 

colleagues deepens.  

  

Episode 2 – Angela & Autumn, British Columbia 

Angela Luna, joined by her best friend and fellow Parsons alum Autumn Beckens, abandon the 

familiarity of their urban world for the rugged beauty of Haida Gwaii, British Columbia. During 

their journey, Angela meets a weaver at the Museum of Anthropology in the city and the two 

experience the remote islands aided by the perspective of a female Haida Watchman. In the 

process they learn about the true strength of their own spirit.   

  

Episode 3 – Eric & Corey, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 

Eric and Corey Maison travel to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick after a challenging year in the 

media spotlight following their public announcement revealing their gender identities. Here, Eric 

and Corey are able to spend time together just being themselves while kayaking at Hopewell 

Rocks, dining at low tide in the Bay of Fundy and tidal-bore rafting through the mud rapids. This 

special time out of the media limelight that has become part of their day-to-day lives gives them 

a chance to connect and bond over the simpler things this father and daughter enjoy together: 

fishing, eating, and most of all, laughing.  

  

Episode 4 – Mandy & Joe, Quebec 

Mandy Harvey came to prominence on America’s Got Talent as a musician who lost her hearing 

at the age of 18. With her father, Joe, she visits Quebec, where she overcomes her fears and 

experiences different types of music in new ways. On her trip, Mandy experienced many ‘firsts,’ 

from busking in front of the iconic Chateau Frontenac where she drew an unexpected crowd of 

fans, to playing alongside an organist in a monastery and going to Montreal’s celebrated 

electronic music event, Picnik Electronik. In the process she pushes the bounds of her own 

senses and learns to love others enjoying music again.  

 

 


